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Twelve-year old Robin Hood is the head of the Underthieves-- a small thieving guild-- and he's
good at what he does. As he likes to put it, "The Best." But nothing pricks down The Best quite
like... a lacy red cloak that smells like lavender. All because 'Grandma' wants an extra-special
basket of Robin's stolen goods hand-delivered to her, and a Red Riding Hood is the best
disguise available. It's not long until everything goes horribly--and laughably--wrong.

About the AuthorKenn Nesbitt lives in Washington State with his wife, two children, three cats,
and six computers. His zany and whimsical poetry has appeared in children's poetry anthologies
and schoolbooks all over Planet Earth and can also be found on the Internet at
www.poetry4kids.com. When he's not playing with his family, cats, or computers, you'll find Kenn
writing poetry or visiting elementary schools, sharing his crazy brand of rhyming humor with kids
everywhere. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Little Red Robin Hood: A revised Grimm brothers’ faerie taleBy Emily and Amanda
Bradburn Master Thief, code name: Grandma The Sheriff/ The Woodsman: Ben (Ham) of
Noddinghead The Sherriff’s Goons, code name: Wolves The Underthieves: Robin, Allan (Al),
Will Scarlet (Will), Little John (Johnny), “Friar” Tucker (Tuck), Duncan (Dunk), and Richard
(Rick) Deliveryman to Grandma, Code Name: Little Red Riding Hood
Welcome to Sherwood. This is the story of a little boy and his band, their pick-pocketing
ways, and their insatiable desire for adventure. Beware… not everyone is who they seem;
and some… a few, are much, much more. *** “Gotcha, you little
mongrel!” Robin clutched his loot tighter to his chest and instinctively ducked. A hairy
hand shot out of the shadows, and Robin lashed at the Wolf’s visible appendage with his fist.
Knuckles connected with flesh, and in the light of a half-moon, Robin darted into the
shadows. Shouts jumbled in the darkness. “Did you get him?” “What do
you think?” “Get that little rat!” The cobblestones petered off into a dusty track just
outside of town. They’d be hard pressed to find him in the darkness. Robin slid against the
building at his back. Then a howl of triumph rang as a metaled shadow blocked the
alleyway. “I got him!” I’m the greatest Underthief in the business. Do you seriously think
I’m gonna run right into your arms and be caught? The same guard’s form hurled from the
shadows into the middle of the street. Blocking him in. Good luck! Robin dove
headfirst into the ground, using his momentum to slide between the soldier’s spread legs. As he
rolled back to his feet, he took the man’s footing with him. The dusty trail lay just ahead.
He tossed a taunting look over his shoulder at the sprawled and bewildered guards. “Tell the
sheriff he should come out himself next time!” Then with a two-fingered salute, Robin
disappeared into the forest. *** Robin half-
slid, half-fell down into the ravine, dropping into a crouch as he landed in the mostly dry riverbed.
It was rockier than he remembered, and he plunged a foot through a stagnant puddle,
too. That could have gone better.He quickly scanned the ridgeline to make sure no
Wolves were lurking in the bushes.Nothing.Rising, he began to pick his way downstream,
hopping from rock to rock to avoid making footprints.All in all, he had been quite successful,
which was more than the other Underthieves could say.A growth of ivy and bushes concealed
the entrance to the hideout cave. Inside, a dim flame flickered, barely visible through the foliage,
its light broken as figures passed in front of it. Pausing, Robin cupped his hands over his mouth
and warbled out a birdcall. The figures froze. “Is that you, Rob?” came a soft call.
Heaven forbid it would ever be anyone else. Robin rolled his eyes. The boys wouldn’t be able to
decide whether to run or to fight if one of the Wolves ever found the hideout. “Yes. Who
else is it going to be?” He parted the veil of ivy and slipped through the bushes, standing up as
far as the small cavern would allow him. Six other boys ranging from ages ten to twelve crouched
in a semi-circle, anxiety on their faces.
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Sarah, “12 year old Robin Hood in a frilly red cape. Age Appropriate For: 12 and up for mild
violenceBest for Ages: 12 and upOne never knows what to expect when someone tries to retell
and/or or combine fairytales. They can range from brilliant to bizarre to just downright horrible.
This, I am happy to report, was one of the brilliant ones.Yes, this book is just what it sounds like:
Robin Hood and Little Red Riding Hood rolled into one. The characters were brilliant. Robin
Hood is twelve, and has to wear a girl’s cape to sneak information to grandma. Is that a brilliant
twist or what?There were a couple of points that weren’t very clear (like the wolves), but none of
them kept me from enjoying this highly entertaining, fast-paced story. There was a lot of humor in
the story. Robin kept me laughing, that’s for sure.I highly recommend this short story for those
who love fairytale retellings, entertaining reads, and stories with lots of humor.”

AshleyTahg, “such a fun twist!. what do robin hood and little red riding hood have in common?I
had no idea either, until I read 'Little Red Robin Hood' and suddenly, "aaahhh!" for it seemed
perfect and obvious.I love retold myths, legends and fairytales, and this one, while short (I was
crying for more by the time it was over) is nothing near disappointing.It was a very fun, brisk
read, and my only complaint was the size of it. I'd really have loved for Little Red Riding Hood to
be a much longer, in depth book.but it was short, it was sweet, and it certainly has me eagerly
awaiting for more short stories of Little Robin and his band of wee merry men.For those
unfamiliar with the Bradburn ladies' writing, its the perfect starting point!”

Ebook Library Reader, “So adorable. I so enjoyed every minute of this book. My one complaint
was that it was so short. I also would have liked to see a little more development and description
of the setting, but otherwise I thought it was gripping and brilliant. The writing was excellent, the
plot kept me on edge and I completely fell in love with the characters.”

Cadi, “Cute and Clever!. Like the title, this short story flips familiar names around like pizza
dough. Prepare for a few surprises. Good for kids and the young at heart.”

mockingjay, “Very interesting. Cool book!! It's very imaginative. And I like books like that. You
should definitely get this book!! Its really good!!!”

Joylynn portukalian, “Little Red Robin Hood (the underthieves). I thought this was a really cute
story....I look forward  to reading more about Robin and his thieving band!! :)”

RCooper, “Enjoyable reading. I'm looking forward to more of Little Red Robin Hood stories. Keep
up the good work ladies, you two are amazing!”

The book by Emily Bradburn has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 13 people have provided feedback.
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